This bug is seen by our IE 8 clients. We are running Tiki 6.2 (clean install), on a Windows 2003 Server, Apache 2.2.16 w SSL, PHP 5.3.3, remote MySQL 5 database.

Our users are editing in the CKEditor WYSIWYG and try the Code plugin from the toolbar. The Code window opens as expected and the users enter their code in the correct field. On pressing Insert (or Replace) the code plugin is added in the editor but there is no contents in the plugin. If I open the normal editor it displays as

```java
{code caption="MyCode.java"}public class MyCode { //testing a point }{CODE}
```

which is completely the wrong syntax.

If I try using the Code option in FF then it opens a new window and I can add the code just fine. I view from the normal editor and it reads

```java
{CODE( caption="MyCode.java")}public class MyCode { //testing a point }{CODE}
```
which is correct.

Since IE is our corp standard our users need to be able to add files using that browser. Also, they had no problem in Tiki 5.x but that was a different WYSIWYG system.

Thanks,
Tim
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